May 12th
2012
A great success for the first-ever BERINGER Fly’In: 19 different aircraft were exhibited close to the Company and a lot of
visitors flew or drove despite the weather not so nice in the
north of France.

Aircraft on display, from left to right: Pilatus PC-6, gliders ELFE S4 and Pégase, G1, Souris Bulle, Lambada,
MCR, Lancair Legacy, Magni Gyro, Fournier RF9, Samba, Savage, Skyleader, G1 for towing, Shark, Jodel ULM,
WT9 Dynamic Turbo

Hopefully the sun was out allowing visitors to inspect the aircraft outside.
The Dynamic WT9 turbo of Pierre Laulhère, Finesse
Max, before a flight with a customer.

The Lancair Legacy of JP Castel: it appreciates its new HE
(high energy) wheels and brakes, with a 85kts landing speed.

Nice decoration job for this G1, brought by Paul Prudent.

Bush wheels for the Savage of Pierre Beaulieu, ULM
Prestige

The MCR of JB Duchatelle equipped with the 3 wheels
and pedal brakes (pilot & co-pilot) and the ALIR anti—
skid plus parking brake valve.

the gyro Magni of ULM Light System with the brand new
kit BERINGER. The J-Ro fromDTA could not fly in but
Jean Michel and Guilaine drove in.

The Lambada of Alain Barthère on display with it
brother the Samba that flew from Rhône with Samir
Elari, ULM Découverte.

Three Skyleaders flew in from Montpezat d’Agenais, Base ULM St Exupéry, leaded by Philippe Boucherat. The first
wheel and brake kit will be delivered in15 days.

Eric Barberin de Barberini
with the Shark that helds the
speed record.

Pilatus PC-6 of Icarius, equipped with the three
wheel & brake complete kit .

Gilbert and Véronique explained the Company history to visitors along the day. Ten by ten, they could
discover the international patents registered by Gilbert and the parts designed and developped for motorbikes, racing cars and then for aircraft.
Then visitors were invited to see the test benches in
function, operated by Rémi: for example, discs up to
red temperature during hard braking simulating an
RTO (Rejected Take Off).

Inside the hangar, visitors could discuss with the exhibitors: Net Words (airplanes decoration), Air Courtage Assurances (Insurances), Cumulus Company (Tee-shirts for Sailplane pilots), Hautes Alpes Development and Bourgogne Development.

The day ended around the Inauguration drink and the meal animated
by the local Back Door Blues band.

